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INTRODUCTION

The package of Clean Air Act Amendments presented in the
this document .rests on several important themes.

First, it is a result-oriented package — the result
it seeks is improvement in ai'r quality and progress toward our
national goals..-- ,, ,, .-'*

Second, it is a workable package — it allows the States
to handle their air quality problems, with federal assistance
where it is needed, and without federal intervention where it
would be counterproductive. ^;^'\^:\¥:*~^--^^$?'^~*&^:i

,it is a package that focuses on priorities ;>- it
seeks to concentrate available resources, both federal *ahd "5

state, on the areas most needing attention, and to ^void ^ ''"
squandering scarce time and dollars on unnecessary procedures,
duplicative review, and unrealistic deadlines. „ rri

••••.•*. • • • ' • '••• ' '-•"•^•BJ: . .
. ,j-'

Our nation can be proud of its progress in air pollution
control. When the 1970 Act was adopted, it was appropriate
that the federal government take a strong lead in developing
the framework of the national effort. Federal definitions of
the measure of clean air were needed, as was guidance for the
fifty states in their programs to meet these standards.

Now it is appropriate to acknowledge our progress ancl to
make the necessary mid-course corrections to assure .that the
"progress willcontinue.

The themes of this series of amendments are several. First,
it recognizes that air quality is improving; that the rate of
improvement can be maintained and accelerated by the continuing
replacement of older, relatively polluting sources with more
efficient, well.._controlled industrial stock. This turnover can
be facilitated primarily by reducing the present bias against new
sources, reducing permitting obstacles, and restoring certainty
and efficiency to the process.

Second, it recognises that what has become a tense and often
hostile relationship between states and the federal government is
frustrating the original intent of Congress: that the states
should be involved as necessary and full partners in the
definition and achievement of our national air quality goals.
The relationship can be significantly improved by restoring
state decision-making for areas within their responsibility.
The federal role described here encompasses setting national
primary (health) standards; gathering information; providing



guidance, assistance, and support; and mediating interstate
disputes. This proposal would reduce federal involvement to
the minimum necessary to ensure that federal goals are met.

Third, the proposals focus the programs on the problems
they were designed to address. These proposed amendments-
would grant a special measure of protection where added
safeguards are needed , provide a workable program to control
toxic and hazardous pollutants, and eliminate unnecessary
economic burdens that sometimes interfere with the goal of
air-. quality improvement. " - -

•'• - ... : - ~. . ' • • -••.•-»:,.,. ••••:•• -.(Si ;;>*•*•-.'" ' .'."' •

•;,- >v^- -And --fourth, we have attempted to address some specific
problems that have caused significant economic impacts

commensurate .benefits. -
'

, . - - . - ^ . • .-~ v - : • . . - * -- . • • , • • -

*̂  ̂  Four areas are presented as options: the basis for
Betting national ambient air quality standards; sanctions,
and transportation control plans; technology-based standards;
and Prevention of Significant Deterioration.

*

The summary presented in these pages frames the concepts
and principles which the Working Group considered and preferred.
.1 hope it will facilitate discussion and bring us to prompt
and sound agreement.

-2-



A. NATIONAL-AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Primary Standards: The Act currently requires the EPA Administrator
to set standards which are requisite to protect the public health
allowing an adequate margin of safety.

OPTION I: maintaining the present health effects test,
but giving statutory ratification to the evolving role
of the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee in

:'.-"•*§-providing peer reviews of protocols, criteria, and
-relevant documents; -,̂ ,,-

II: including degree of significant risk of
health effect among the factors to be considered
lejrd setting, and eliminating the "margin of

s'af e t v " language; or

t̂ *̂  "OPTION III: allowing costs to be considered in setting
^primary NAAQS^perhaps through use oflanguage which
requires protection against unreasonable risk, consider-
ing the cost of control.

Option I is the "least statutorŷ rfTa'nge'' option on this
highly charged issue. While risk balancing is not explicitly ^
mentioned in the statute, it is innereflTl' in the process. The
Standards are under review, and more reasonable standards could
be developed within the present language. A substantial'* body
ofscientific opinionarguesforrelaxation; for example, in
current review of TSP particulates standard, the scientific?
community is arguing for relaxation of 50% or greater. *

Option II would be a more fundamental change. While it
way be more appealing to recognize the inherent process of
balancing risks, the political problems of addressing the
-matter at this time would be substantial. Moreover,
strategically it could make it extremely difficult to
proceed with standard revisions currently underway because
we now interpret the statute to give us this authority.

Option II would indicate a belief that some degree of
health risk is acceptable and that the added requirement
for a margin of safety allows a somewhat unfettered political
judgment call which is unnecessary.

0

Option III also would introduce a fundamental change.
Heretofore, standards have been based exclusively on health
considerations. Option III would introduce the concept of
balancing the benefits of protecting segments of the public
against the costs of coing so. Inevitably, public decisions



would have to be made regarding which members of the public
should not be afforded protection. This option would tend
to drive the standard to reasonable achievement for the
"worst" areas -(LA) and have the effect of defining as "clean"

pother problematic but less severe situations (1-Jew York,
• Saginaw). Environmentalists and key committee leadership
are expected to oppose any change in the historical method of
setting NAAQS, 'as represented by Options II and III.

Secondary Standards: The Act currently requires the EPA
: Administrator to set standards that will protect the public
>velfare (primarily property-related) values. There is

^-Working Group agreement that the federal government should
^continue to develop criteria documents describingthe range
ôf effects that occur from various pollutants at various

^^concentrations, but that the states be responsible for picking
^the number most appropriate to protect property values (sych
:%s vegetation) within their boundaries. This would provide
'** means of dealing with regional variations. *.:i - „

' * The effect on acid rain and transport issues generally
should be considered. -Some local government associations
fear economic disruption. Many groups favor the flexibility
it would give the states.

.. - • . ~*i ' '"'"' '-'
B. STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS . - - ,,;; ^

Under the present law, states must submit plans to the
federal government showing how they will achieve the national
standards. These plans mast include all emission limits
required of sources within the state, schedules, timetables,
review procedures, monitoring programs, enforcement mechanisms,
personnel and funding adequacy assurances, and literally dozens
of other items.

The recommendation would minimize requirements of states in
submitting plans to the federal government. States would have
to show that they had a program which included an ambient
monitoring system, new source review procedures, and enforcement
mechanisms. They would'have to show a framework for attainment .̂
including an inventory of emissions, an identification of C.
problems, and an approach to solving them.

State plans would be "presumed adequate". EPA would file
notice of receipt of the plan within ten days, and a 60-day
period for public comment would follow. After 90 days following
the close of the comment period, EPA would either disapprove the
plan or, by silence, based on the facts filed, approve it.



* OnJy those who had filed comments could petition EPA to
reconsider disapproval or de facto approval. Disapproval of a
plan (and denial of a petition to reconsider) would be final
federal action-, hence reviewable in federal court; approval of
a plan plus denial of a petition to reconsider would also be
final federal action and reviewable.

Al ternative-ly, after notice of receipt of a plan/ a period
for comment, and EPA disposition (approval or disapproval),
those filing a petition for reconsideration of federal action
would have to demonstrate that they had participated at the
state level (either through hearings or filing of comments).

-TState adoption of auto inspection and'maintenance programs
would become voluntary. The statutory prohibition against

*"tall stacks would be made retroactive to stacks constructed
after 1977, rather than after 1970 asounder current law.^

-' - ' _ - •- _ . - * " • • ' * • . ' ^ ••'._ •• • •• ._. <*,;*- • ''' •-

The federal government wouXd move into an audit role.
- The audit would include only those minimum elements required
' of plans submitted to the, federal government — an ambient
moitoring program, an emissions inventory, new sources review
procedures, enforcement mechanisms, an identification of pro-
blem areas, and an approach to solving them. Enforcement
mechanisms and new source review procedures need not mirror v
federal practices. New source review of major sources, i;
however, would have to require best available control technology
(defined as equal to HSPS where NSPS are current and case-by-
ease where HSPS are outdated or do not exist). , ; s „ 4̂;:̂

.̂ 4:=v: «'?"-"•".»..', \X' •"•:•''' ':

The federal government would retain authority to promulgate
' a plan (or portion) in the event of an inadequate or nonexistent

SIP, to enforce a SIP if the state refused (but only with respect
to federal requirements), and to pursue individual noncomplying
sources.

A suggestion has been made that sources would be protected
for ten years after installing required technology unless
standards for new pollutants were promulgated (or existing
standards revised). However, states will be setting emission
limits with only minimum federal requirements; moreover, a
state's ability to seek remedy of interstate interference with
attainment would be hampered by a federal protection of this
kind. It would be preferable to encourage states in preparing
their SIPs to provide a reasonable period for amortization
of control equipment.

-5-
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.•-"«***---'. .. v''"'"•'"'/•:••'• ~.., • -'-;''•-
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This newly constructed section should mean dramatic
timprovement in the tense and sometimes hostile relationship
between the states and the federal government. Most of »
industry wouldfindit a muchless duplicative and
suming process
federal role.

Environmentalists in general prefer a strong

Sanctions ..»,._- ;

:;; 1 OPTION ,1: Require that states include transportation con-
trol plans as elements of their implementation plans. Continue
present nondiscretionary funding sanctions and bans on permitting
of Imajor new source construction in the event of a state's
failure to file a plan, failure to.implement a plan, or an .-.«*;.->. •••-•
^inadequate plan. •••• •-•--» -.;; -••'"••: -r.^ .-.:•. . « > •-*'''• '«••--̂ .'-. ""..•'!*'

^^v OPTION II: Make transportation control plans an optional
element of state plans; make construction bans and funding . - :u
sanctions discretionary.

OPTION III: Do not authorize EPA to impose funding sanctions
or construction bans. Do not require transportation control'plans
as an element of state implementation plans.

The role of the construction ban and federal funding sanctions
in light of the revised SIP structure should be considered.
Whether or not transportation control plans should be a require-
ment or an option remains to be decided.

C. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)

OPTION I: Base the program on a better articulated definition^
of-the aims of the program, and focus its resources accordingly.
Retain current Class I protection in large federal areas such as
parks, keeping cumulative records of consumption of annual average
increments, and using short-term increments as a test against
which individual sources would be measured.

OPTION II: Delete Part C of the Act dealing with prevention
of significant deterioration. Any ambient air quality protection
over and above that afforded by the primary (health related)
standards, including air quality in federal areas such as parks,
would be left to the states.

Under Option I, the PSD program would focus its resources
on areas most v;orthy of special protection — our national
parks and similar areas of particular environmental
The present program would be retained in such

i

concern.
'Class I"



areas. The annual average increments (or allowable increases)
for particulate and SC>2 would be tracked, but the short-term
allowances would be used only as a test for permitting individual
new sources. -Congress would specify what areas were to be
Class I. Classes II and III would be eliminated.

New sources in any attainment area would be required to
install best available control technology (defined as equal
to new source performance standards where current NSPS exist,
or case-by-case where NSPS are outdated or do not exist).

: t ^Currently, because of judicial precedent, modifications
require PSD review at lower levels than those required for
new ..sources. For permitting purposes, modifications would -
be treated on the same basis as new sources. EPA would
perform a study and report to Congress to .identify the values •**
protected by PSD and the pollutants affecting such values. **
EPA would provide guidance on monitoring and modeling; pre- , ^
construction monitoring would not be mandatory. •••**••*&&*'&>•** *••**

Dust from transportation, mining, and non-industrial
activities now counts a'gainst the increments and poses a
potential impediment to energy development. This proposal
change would exclude these sources by limiting increment =;.,.
consumption to major stationary sources such as boilers and .
processing equipment. Thus it would eliminate most siting, p. «.
problems inhibiting energy development near Class I areas. •

Industry and the states would by and large find this a
much preferable alternative to the present scheme, although
some "environmentally aggressive" states prefer a stronger
"Federal role to defend their borders and reduce economic
competition from less protective States. /

Option II would return to the states the responsibility
for setting ambient air quality protection goals over and above
the standards — even in federal areas. Little research has
substantiated the level of extra protection afforded by the,
current increments. Questions have been raised regarding the
appropriateness of so-called "tertiary" standards set by the
federal government in areas defined as clean. Adoption of ~~}
this proposal would be viewed as a major change, and would 7
meet with substantial opposition.



D. VISIBILITY

K-o statutory change is offered inasmuch as the recent regula
tions could be reconsidered administratively. Environmentalists
nay fight to Include "integral vistas" in the statute.

E. KONATTAINMENT

The recomendation would extend the deadlines for compliance
wi th all ambient standards to 1987, providing the opportunity
for waiver where states demonstrably cannot achieve that goal
in some areas by that time. Whereas state plans would be
"presumed adequate" unless EPA specifically found otherwise,
States f i l ing for waivers would assume the burden of showing
that reasonable measures had been incorporated in the plans.

^ The lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) requirement which
now applies would be dropped in favor of best available con-

ytrol technology (defined as equal to new source performance
standards where current, or case-by-case where NSPS ere out-
dated or do not exist). .'., • •-• ': ̂ %?:̂ *^ ..̂ .>;>: V. '*• "^^^-"/"V^ V'-,: / , ; - :i*

Federal sanctions now required under present law (such as
the mandatory construction ban and wi thholding of federal
highway and sewage f u n d s ) would be e l iminated.

Environmentalists strongly objected to a National Commission
on Air Quality recommendation that deadlines be eliminated.
This proposal provides a deadl ine as a target for planning
purposes, but sh i f t s the role of standards to one of goals
rather than one of u n i f o r m unbending requirements. Industry
would be expected to support this proposal, as v;ould states
and local governments.

F-, MOBILE SOURCES

The recommendation would authorize the Adminis t ra tor to
develop a system whereby an enforceable f lee t averaging and
in-use test ing system could be a c c o m p l i s h e d . I t " w o u l d change
the CO automobile emission standards from 3.4 to 7.0 grams
per mile, and the NOX standard from 1.0 to 1.5 or 2.0 gpm.
It would require that only cars sold at high alt i tudes must
meet high' al t i tude requirements, and would retain 1982 high
al t i tude testing procedures. EPA would monitor model avail-
abil i ty in high a l t i tude areas and customer wai t ing times
for vehicle de l ivery , and make periodic reports to Congress.

-8-



There is widespread agreement that raising the CO ($50
on sticker price) and NOX ($60 on sticker price) standards
to 7.0 gpm and 1.5-2.C gpm respectively would save about
$100 in the initial purchase price of automobiles for an
aggregate savings of $500 million to $1 billion per year.
The resulting increase in CO emissions would be srnall and
cause few, if any, health problems.

Few will object to raising the CO standard to this level.
The National Commission found that raising the NOX level
might delay or preclude the ability of some areas to meet the
NOX ambient standards. Industry groups counter that EPA's
data shows that the NOX problems occur mostly in California,
which has the authority to set its own HOX limit.

£?•-;}?">">rC.>••'":"• •..••i:**~ ••-"••' -:•"•' -',*v,,;«-""""• . '•\;-r?v?-. :'>:~ •-•••'• •
>>,.v~ The current statutory requirements for high altitude
vehicles are unnecessarily restictive and <costly, Accordingly,
, the President has previously indicated his intention to seek
(changes-in those requirements. The proposed change would allow
the need for*a separate standard for high altitude vehicle
emissions to be investigated and established if necessary through
rulemaking....... : x, ;-'•".••'*--' -̂ -̂-̂ .'.„.-- 'v' ",;: " ".

••• "-." *~ ••'*;• •;..

' The administrative authority to develop an enforceable fleet
averaging and in-use testing system could result in the elimi-
nation of duplicative and overlapping compliance testig procedures
and significant cost savings with little .net air quality penalty.

G. NATIONAL EMISSIOil STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
(NESHAPS)

The Act currently requires that pollutants which cause or
contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated
to result in an increase in mortality, or an increase in
serious, irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness be
listed, with standards providing an "ample margin of safety"
being promulgated 180 days after listing. The stringency of
the test and the high level of control required have impeded
use of this section for controlling hazardous emissions.

This recommendation would change the threshold for listing """)
of pollutants, after peer review, and require the simultaneous \n of emission sources. It would eliminate the

mandatory regulation of listed pollutants and sources. Best
available control technology would be required of new sources "
(parallel § 111) and reasonably available technology of
existing sources (parallel § 110). Authority would be provided
for further control requirements if necessary to avoid

.9-



unreasonable risk. The Administrator woud be authorized to
establish timetables for compliance at the time of promulgation
of regulations.

This recommendation would make more effective the process
of controlling unreasonable risks from toxic and hazardous
air pollutants. EPA would also analyse the extent to which
sonie hazardous pollutants are already being captured by
existing control requirements. VJhile environmental groups
r.ay be concerned at the change in threshold of coverage, an
"unreasonable risk" test would mirror language in other
statutes and would result in greater capture of hazardous
pollutants. The federal government would retain the dominant
role in developing regulations which states would be responsi-
•ble" for their enforcement.

" ~ '

;H/ "TECHNOLOGY REOUIREKENTS
"

I: Uniform technology requirement for major new •
regardless of where they are located. The require-

would be best available control technology, defined
'equal 'to new source performance standards where NSPS

;- are current or case-by-case where NSPS are outdated or
does not exist.

OPTION II: No technology requirements in attainment areas
or in nonattainment areas where an adequate marketable
permit system is in place.

. Option I would significantly reduce the current new source
source bias by eliminating in most instances case-by-case review/

one of the most time-consuming and uncertain portions of the
present permitting process. The process of new source perfor-
mance standard development ensures that the levels of control
required are achievable, reasonable, and economical. The
reduction of impediments to new source construction should
accelerate the rollover of capital stock (hence reducing
existing air pollution) while ensuring room for future growth,
alleviating long-range transport problems, controlling fine
particulates, and otherwise preventing undue deterioration
of air quality.

Option II would be to eliminate technology-based standards
in areas that either (a) are in attainment or (b) have an EPA-
approved marketable permit system in place. The rationale. is
that clean air areas need no federally mandated technology

-10-



s tariCcirdi:; that nona t ta i nment areas can reach attainment less
e-xpc-nci veiy if they are exempt from such standards; and that
technology standards work to the advantage oL existing sources
and thus provide an incentive to keep older and dirtier plants
in operation longer.

As a practical matter, this alternative might encourage
sources to loca-te in clean air areas and would provide for
slower attainment in nonattainment areas.

statute is now designed with the dual objective of
(1) identifying and solving known problems through attainment
of ambient standards and (2) avoiding new problems by requiring
effective controls on major new sources. There is substantial
^uncertainty in the current ambient standards and numerous
rpollutants are not regulated directly. Since ambient standards
affect existing sources where relative control costs can be
nigh, the standards should not be set at levels which would
^protect against uncertain effects. On the other hand, new V
.sources can plan for and incorporate control technology at a
treasonable cost and a greater degree of "preventive medicine"
iis appropriate. New s.ource controls frequently have the effect
of controlling toxic pollutants in addition to the specified
criteria pollutants.

We are proposing major reductions in the PSD program, which
was designed to improve the management of clean air resources.
In part, this can be justified by the fact that well controlled
new sources will result in long term improvements in air
quality, avoiding the need for more complex review processes
and attendant delay and uncertainty. Technology standards for
new sources are generally accepted by industry and are viewed
as an integral part of the statute by Congressional leadership
and state and local officials.

The V7orking Group reached agreement that new source__p_er-_
formance standards would become effective upon final promulgation,
rather than effective on the date of proposal, as under current law,

I. "NEW SOURCE BUBBLE1-1

Modifications to existing sources which result in even
small increases in emissions can now trigger a requirement that
NSPS be met. In many cases this would result in unreasonable
costs and act as an impediment to modernization. The Working
Group recommends a change which would enable a modified source
to obtain compensating reductions in emissions thereby avoiding
applicability of 11SPS. This option would permit no adverse

-11-
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air quality impact, but should facilitate changes within
complex sources for production, modernization, and sometimes
envi rcr.M.vr.ttl purposes.

J. EHEPGY-RELATED ISSUES

Percent P.c-cucti"6n: The Working Group agreed that the amend-
ments should seek deletion of the statutory requirements for
achievement of a "percentage reduction" in emissions from
fossil fuel combustion. This option would recognize that
the aim of the Clean Air Act is to protect air quality; EFA
'should set emission limits and sources should achieve them

economically as possible.

•* EPA rules for utility boilers requiring scrubbers regard-
2less of the sulfur content of the coal recently survived a court

'•.*• obtest." The revised statute would contain language revoking
*these standards. .̂  ~ *;

... ". " . "" "." ' '-:~ * .'- „,:;' . ' JsV'V

The recommendation is to delete the requirement because "*"•'.**.
it is imposing unnecessary costs on the utility industry,
and is producing adverse secondary environmental impacts

. (notably scrubber s ludge) . A rulemaking concerning application
of the percent reduction principle to manufac tur ing boilers " 4 =
is underway at the Agency and would also generate such costs
and adverse impacts, with even less environmental benefit? In :̂
many cases an equivalent degree of air quality protection \
could be met without add-on technology through the use of
clean fue l s . The fundamenta l issue is whether the Clean Air
Act should be the tool whereby economic and social goals are

'pursued (in this case, protection of certain coal markets)
regardless of air quality impacts. Our conclusion is that
it should not. :^;

For s imi lar reasons, section 125 of Vhe TSct should txe
deleted. That section essentially allows the Governor of a
state to prohibi t a source from using fuels other than locally
avai lable coal to comply with SIP requirements. The authori ty
in this section has never been implemented.

*
' •*• . t

Other Energy Issues:

The Working Group recommends that "coal-capable" plants
that voluntarily convert to coal be exempt from federal new
source performance standards as mandatory conversions now are.

-12-
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'pliance orders would also.be available for coal-
egits on the some terms that they are available for
conversions. The states woulc remain free to

iate. Another

• ; . . .
er; : : - •. 5. legits on the some terms that they are

, -o:'y conversions. The states woulc remain free to
-: whatever controls they thought appropriate. A n o e

should be subject to the
r.i
i — ipc. re whatevei <~V.MI UL W.LW> _..__,
is5ue is whether such conversions should be subject to tne
PSD provisions; if recommendations offered elsewhere on PSD
are adopted, the need for an exemption from PSD provisions

in this regard disappears.

There proposals would facilitate conversions to coal from ,
oil :-'.-2 ~as and thus enhance progress toward the nation's |
goal ci energy security. Industry would support the provisions; I
cnyi: r r.r.entalists might object to the possibility of substan- *•

v*tial increases in emissions, but would be able to raise [
these objections with states as individual applications we're I

• filed. :': ~^- - . ,.,',..;̂ .v-: ;"'̂. v,̂ »r'.̂ ';̂ s:'.-';̂ ; -•••••,.. -,-/-,..;•.
-•̂ ;.,%- . ..,_•': v-:J- . .'-*•*•;.-;. /...;.-.-.r'';" -'-̂ ov-c •rv̂ *;f .'~r..;.•• ..̂ *̂v,',,;,̂: = -̂
, - - . • " '• -./•'•"••-- .":'..v : -"ĵc*:? >-. • ••,.*.;/,;,.;;; ;; ̂ n̂??*̂ .̂ -̂̂ „.;-':•-*; *•* • : >•

^ ' S t a t e s would be given the authority to grant emergency
waivers of portions-of the implementation plan for periods of
up to one year in the ̂ event of an energy emergency. The
federal government would be able to resolve interstate dis-
putes that might arise in this regard. . ' ' ; :. **-'- ••; '.''•"' '

Present authorities with respect to waivers for innovative
technology would be improved. Present procedures are so
uncertain, time-consuming, and risky that few if any have
been granted. States could grant such waivers for up to ^en
years (or seven years of operation), subject to EPA concurrence
for major sources. EPA (or the states, with EPA concurrence)
could grant such waivers for the useful life of the control
equipment. States and industry would support this provision;
environmentalists will want language strictly limiting the
definition of "innovative", but should support the incentive
to develop innovative control processes.

K. lU'ILRSTATE TRANSPORT

A more workable procedure for resolving interstate dis-
putes and interstate transport issues would be developed
under this recommendation. A state petitioning for a finding
that emissions from another state are inhibiting achievement
of its air quality goals would have to attempt to resolve the
matter first with the alleged offending state. EPA would be
as);oc to mediate the dispute if that approach failed. The
petitioning state would have to make a demonstration of the
bar:: h-.-ing done and the source of the offending emissions. ,
EP/-. c-'.c-cisions would be based on facts adduced by the com-
plei; :r.g state as to the extent of harm, the source(s), and
so c-.. Rent-dies v,-ould be fashioned accordingly, based on

T



factors such c£ the comparability of control requirements
in the- two states; the reasonableness and extent of any state
accptc-d secondary standard; the extent of the contribution
by the offending state to the total emissions where the
problem arises; the' impacts of requiring the offending state
to reduce the emissions; and the anticipated benefit to the
re cipient state. •

'. .
The most conspicuous transport issue is acid rain. Canada

is exerting considerable pressure for preventive action.
/•Environmentalists also seek prompt and stern action to address

the problem. The best option appears to be to accelerate
^-EPAfs current ten-year research project (required by last
year's energy legislation) as much as currently available

^ dollars and sound science will permit, and defer regulation
S until the sources and extent of the problem can be better
^identified. Industrial groups would support this as they.

further regulatory measures would be premature given
present state of knowledge on the subject.

t.- ^ENFORCEMENT AND JUDICIAL REVIEW
• • "&' ' . . . • • • • . . .

. - ' . • - • , . - ~ . • ' • " • ' ~ -

Under the 1977 amendments, EPA was empowered until 1979
>r -to issue enforcement orders to sources, which could extend only '
^iintil 1982. The recommendation suggests that EPA"'s authority -̂
ito issue enforcement orders be extended.. - This would preclude

,;̂  the administrative need to seek consent decrees. This would
probably not meet with major opposition from any quarter. The

tv^Working Group also concluded that delayed compliance penalties •
should be made discretionary rather than mandatory.

The DC Circuit Court of Appeals is now the only court in
which certain EPA actions may be challenged; the proposal would
amend that provision along lines to be developed by the Justice

------ Department. A provision to deal with "races to the courthouse"
would be included. The proposal would make it possible for
issues to be reviewed where they arise. For some areas, this
is particularly appropriate — visibility in the West, acid
rain in Hew England, and so on. It would also prevent the
DC Circuit from becoming a "national court". ^
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